MicroPANEL: Man/machinery interface solution, dedicated to the supervision and SCADA of installations.

**DESCRIPTION**

Equipped with the MicroServer or MicroView software on entry level, our screens feature the advanced supervision functions of a SCADA. They also incorporate the graphic capacities and the processing power of a microcomputer.

Economical and efficient, our range of screens constitutes a real alternative if you need to extend or complete the technical possibilities of your dedicated automation systems.

**FEATURES**

- Available in these versions: 5.7" / 6.4" / 10.4" / 12.1" / 15"…
- TFT colour touchscreen - VGA (800x600).
- Backlight resistive touchscreen.
- Storage: hard drive or CF card.
- Com: RS485 / 422 / 232
- LAN 10/100Mbits
- USB, PS2, AUDIO, MIC
- Fanless, IP65, NEMA 4
- Power supply: 11..36VCC

**Embedded software capacities:**

- Software workshop µView.
- Animated graphic views.
- Visualization and forcing of variables.
- Mysql database
- Http pages, embedded curve generators.
- Historization of alarms, events administrator.
- Sending of emails et sms.

**APPLICATIONS**

- Monitoring and piloting of installations.
- Data acquisition and processing.
- SCADA

- Driving station.
- Man/machinery interface.
- Command control.
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